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  Courtship and Mate-finding in Insects Raymond J.C. Cannon,2023-06-30 This
book explores mate-finding and courtship behaviour in the insect world, in
all its subtlety and diversity. Insects engage in courtship as much, or as
little, as any other animal; they have songs and dances, and all manner of
instruments and ornaments to attract and court the opposite sex. Insects have
evolved complex chemical and acoustic communication systems, sending fragrant
messages, visual signals and subtle vibrations to attract and persuade.
Insects also have many different ways and means of choosing or rejecting
mating partners. This beautifully illustrated book shows the incredible
variety of courtship behaviours and celebrates the wonderful natural history
of a wide range of insects. Varieties of courtship can occur before, during
and even after copulation, and numerous examples of the different mating
strategies used are presented. This landmark volume will be of interest to
students of biology, entomologists, naturalists and anyone with a desire to
know more about the love lives of the small creatures with which we share the
planet.
  Elementary Studies in Insect Life Samuel John Hunter,1903
  Tinsley's Magazine ,
  Sonotropic Effects of Commercial Air Transport Sound on Birds John J.
Swearingen,1962
  Cricket Behavior and Neurobiology Franz Huber,Thomas E. Moore,Werner
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Loher,2019-05-15 The world of crickets has long been a world of scientific
adventure and human fascination. Because of their remarkable ways of
communicating and because their nervous and endocrine systems are easily
accessible to researchers, crickets can be studied and analyzed with great
effectiveness. Starting in the 1960s, vastly improved behavioral and
neurobiological techniques have brought them to the frontier of the new field
of neuroethology. Here, in the most comprehensive book on crickets ever
compiled, twenty-five leading scientists detail the present state of cricket
research both at conceptual and at experimental levels. They tell about the
manifold strategies crickets use in matching development with seasons and
habitats, finding mates, and avoiding parasites and predators, and they
describe the physiological mechanisms, especially the neuronal mechanisms,
underlying cricket behavior. Their book is at once about communication,
comparative physiology and anatomy, and environmental interaction. More than
half of Cricket Behavior and Neurobiology is devoted to acoustic behavior and
bioacoustics. It is intended for those interested in entomology, general and
comparative physiology, biophysics, endocrinology, and chronobiology. It
offers new information for behavioral physiologists and ecologists,
bioacousticians, and especially neurobiologists concerned with behavior.
  Acoustic Communication in Insects and Anurans H. Carl Gerhardt,Franz
Huber,2002-07-15 Walk near woods or water on any spring or summer night and
you will hear a bewildering (and sometimes deafening) chorus of frog, toad,
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and insect calls. How are these calls produced? What messages are encoded
within the sounds, and how do their intended recipients receive and decode
these signals? How does acoustic communication affect and reflect behavioral
and evolutionary factors such as sexual selection and predator avoidance? H.
Carl Gerhardt and Franz Huber address these questions among many others,
drawing on research from bioacoustics, behavior, neurobiology, and
evolutionary biology to present the first integrated approach to the study of
acoustic communication in insects and anurans. They highlight both the common
solutions that these very different groups have evolved to shared challenges,
such as small size, ectothermy (cold-bloodedness), and noisy environments, as
well as the divergences that reflect the many differences in evolutionary
history between the groups. Throughout the book Gerhardt and Huber also
provide helpful suggestions for future research.
  Animal Behavior Desk Reference Edward M. Barrows,2011-04-26 Words are our
tools, and, as a minimum, we should use clean tools. We should know what we
mean and what we do not, and we must forearm ourselves against the traps that
language sets us. -- The Need for Precise Terminology, Austin (1957, 7–8) It
follows that, for effective and efficient communication, people should have,
or at least understand, the same precise terminology. Such terminology is
crucial for the advancement of basic, theoretical, and applied science, yet
too often there is ambiguity between scientific and common definitions and
even discrepancies in the scientific literature. Providing a common ground
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and platform for precise scientific communication in animal behavior,
ecology, evolution, and related branches of biology, Animal Behavior Desk
Reference, A Dictionary of Behavior, Ecology, and Evolution, Third Edition
contains more than 800 new terms and definitions, 48 new figures, and
thousands of additions and improvements. Using a dictionary format to present
definitions in a standard, easily accessible manner, the book’s main body
emphasizes conceptual terms, rather than anatomical parts or taxonomic terms,
and focuses on nouns, rather than verbs or adjectives. Term hierarchies are
handled with bulleted entries and terms with multiple definitions are
included as superscripted entries. All sources are cited and most are
paraphrased to conform to uniform style and length. The dictionary also
includes nontechnical and obsolete terms, synonyms, pronunciations, and notes
and comments, as well as etymologies, term originators, and related facts.
Appendices address organism names, organizations, and databases. Devoted to
the precise and correct use of scientific language, this third edition of a
bestselling standard enables students and scientists alike to communicate
their findings and promote the efficient advancement of science.
  Reports Civil Aeromedical Research Institute (U.S.),1962
  The Songs of the Grasshoppers and Crickets of Western Europe David R.
Ragge,W. J. Reynolds,2023-08-14 Most of the 170 species of grasshoppers and
crickets included in this book can be identified instantly by their songs –
and often more reliably than from their appearance. Orthopterans have
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recently become important subjects in evolutionary biological studies and are
also increasingly used in the field of conservation as indicators of
undisturbed habitat. The book comprises the following chapters: Introduction;
Acoustic Methods; Sound Production and Reception of European Orthoptera; The
Nature and Function of the Songs; The Value of the Songs in Taxonomy and
Identification; Key to the singing Orthoptera of Western Europe, based
primarily on their Songs; and other Animal Sounds that could be confused with
Orthoptera Songs – illustrated with over 1600 oscillograms; three Appendixes
(Check-list of the species included; Summary of Nomenclatural Changes; Data
for the Song Recordings); Glossary; References; Index to Vernacular Names;
and General Index.
  Cricket Radio John Himmelman,2011-03-15 This exercise routine hosted by
professional dancer and fitness expert Barbi Powers leads viewers through a
complete ballet and classical dance inspired workout, designed to increase
core strength, balance, and grace, all while teaching viewers the most
popular poses and moves in modern dance and ballet. ~ Cammila Albertson, Rovi
  The Extended Organism J. Scott Turner,2009-06-01 Can the structures that
animals build--from the humble burrows of earthworms to towering termite
mounds to the Great Barrier Reef--be said to live? However counterintuitive
the idea might first seem, physiological ecologist Scott Turner demonstrates
in this book that many animals construct and use structures to harness and
control the flow of energy from their environment to their own advantage.
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Building on Richard Dawkins's classic, The Extended Phenotype, Turner shows
why drawing the boundary of an organism's physiology at the skin of the
animal is arbitrary. Since the structures animals build undoubtedly do
physiological work, capturing and channeling chemical and physical energy,
Turner argues that such structures are more properly regarded not as frozen
behaviors but as external organs of physiology and even extensions of the
animal's phenotype. By challenging dearly held assumptions, a fascinating new
view of the living world is opened to us, with implications for our
understanding of physiology, the environment, and the remarkable structures
animals build.
  Scientific American ,1887
  Connecticut Wildlife Geoffrey A. Hammerson,2004 The best comprehensive look
at wildlife in Connecticut
  Handbook of Pest Control Arnold Mallis,1997
  Onomatopoeia in the World’s Languages Lívia Körtvélyessy,Pavol
Štekauer,2024-04-01 This is the very first publication mapping onomatopoeia
in the languages of the world. The publication provides a comprehensive,
multi-level description of onomatopoeia in the world’s languages. The sample
covers six macro-areas defined in the WALS: Euroasia, Africa, South America,
North America, Australia, Papunesia. Each language-descriptive chapter
specifies phonological, morphological, word-formation, semantic, and
syntactic properties of onomatopoeia in the particular language. Furthermore,
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it provides information about the approach to onomatopoeia in individual
linguistic traditions, the sources of data on onomatopoeia, the place and the
function of onomatopoeia in the system of each language.
  The Microscope: and Its Revelations William Benjamin Carpenter,1856
  Chambers's Journal ,1839
  Chambers' Edinburgh Journal ,1839
  Class-book of Physiology Benjamin N. Commings,1857
  The Philosophy of Sound and Musical Composition William Mullinger
HIGGINS,1838
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